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Foreword

Africa Franchise Index
Dear Reader,
Whether you are an international franchise ﬁrm looking to expand into Africa, an African company exploring
how you might franchise your own business, a government leader or regulator contemplating how to diversify
your economy, or a potential franchise investor, you hold within your hands a goldmine of data and analysis
that will help you in your quest to be successful in the African franchise sector.
With the Africa Franchise Index the expert team at the Africa Franchise Center- all of them busy franchise and
business owners themselves- have provided us with a much-needed road map to navigate the African SME
space and ﬁnd the best opportunities in the continent’s fastest growing markets. And yet, this report goes far
beyond highlighting and prioritizing the opportunities and challenges.
The AFC team have put forth well-considered suggestions for how to develop the sector across the continent,
ranging from strengthening the regulatory environment to building technical expertise and creating better
access to ﬁnancing. Their clarion call is clear: individual companies and investors, trade associations and
chambers of commerce, and governments and regulators all play a role in creating an optimal franchise
environment. Enterprising business people across the globe have employed the franchise business model to
generate literally trillions upon trillions of dollars of value to themselves, their communities and their
countries. As Africa‘s economies diversify, the franchise business model can and must be strategically
employed to reduce downside business risk and failure, accelerate growth results, create jobs and teach
aspiring youth to become business owners and create jobs for themselves.
Whatever your interest, I encourage you to study the Africa Franchise Index with an eye toward using the
information to add value to the marketplace and to your own and others’ businesses.
I fully commend this expert report into your hands and challenge you to be part of the movement to make
franchising a central feature of Africa’s emerging economic miracle.

Peter Moyanga

PETER MOYANGA
SME and Franchise Development Expert

Peter S. Moyanga is a pioneer of franchising in Africa, owning several McDonald’s outlets in
South Africa, sits on the board of several companies in financial services, etc. He is a
founding board member of Franchising Association of South Africa, FASA, and on the
Advisory Board of Africa Franchise Center, AFC.
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Introduction by the President,
Africa Franchise Center

Since the maiden edition of Africa Franchise Index, our world has changed, no thanks to the virus. The
Covid-19 variant of the coronavirus franchise has truly upended the global economy, no less so in Africa, even
with the relatively low numbers of recorded infection and death in the continent. But there goes our point from
the beginning: Africa is unique; a continent with much going for it, yet not much of the positives is harnessed.
Franchising is one of the world’s most proven success models of business of all time. Yet the progress of
franchise in Africa is, at best, patchy. South Africa and Egypt certainly have got something going. Nigeria is
lagging its own potential. And the rest of Africa is struggling to mainstream what has become one of the
world’s favorite pathways for mainstreaming small business, de-risking the informal sector, spawning jobs
and democratizing entrepreneurship.
Africa Franchise Center recognized early that data: accurate, cumulative, continent wide and actionable
information is key to giving franchising a chance to a larger footprint on the continent. And yet the shortage
of such usable real-world data is palpable. The Index based on real world survey of Africans across various
demographics and markets is an answer to the decision data gap. Thanks to thousands of respondents to
both our first and second annual survey, you have in your hands and at your click the most extensive resource
of data on franchising in Africa
Thanks to our past, current and future sponsors, we will sustain this data stream. We will gather, deepen and
expand the database available to you. Thus, we will offer a vital resource for Africa’s economic growth at
country and continent levels. Whether you are an investor looking to take your franchise to new markets, a
professional seeking franchising career or an intending franchisee, Africa Franchise Index provides you vital
data and analysis to inform your choices. If you a researcher or analyst whose insight guides other people’s
decisions, or a financial institution considering credit options, the perspectives provided here are worth your
money.
In a year of unprecedented economic upheavals caused by the pandemic, the world is in need of recovery.
Given the continent’s uncertain footing and backstory of challenges, Africa needs nothing short of surefire
paths to a leapfrog recovery. Without a doubt, franchising offers such a model. It will drive investment, take
the guesswork out of small-scale entrepreneurship, absorb millions destabilized from employment, offer
flexibility to gig entrepreneurs and accelerate digital innovation, even as it allows local brands to scale into
continental and national franchises. Reliable data will illuminate this franchising as a path to recovery.
Welcome to the second edition of Africa Franchise Index. With you we’re already looking forward to the 2022
edition.

Paul
Arinze

Paul Arinze
President, Africa Franchise Centre.
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Dear Readers,
Businesses, great and small - from SMEs to the behemoths - can benefit from real-world decision data.
Decision data help to validate or modify gut-feelings and sometimes, even “commonsense”.
In the absence of such data, decision makers have to grope in the dark, and trust that they are right in their
decisions and that things will work out well. That is depending on luck for success! Luck can never be a
substitute for business strategy nor for sound economic policy.
Strategies and policies informed by data seem to deliver more accurately, mitigating risks and waste. And the
more recent such data are, the more relevant to the user. Such data-based policy or investment decision
becomes ever more important when it impacts economic development, reducing poverty, creating jobs
especially for Africa’s large and growing youth population. One model that holds huge promise to make a big
difference by mainstreaming the informal sector is franchising, a proven model for economic growth where it
matters the most - at the lower, larger, and more vulnerable rungs of the economy.
That is part of what commends the Africa Franchise Index. In addition to areas covered in the previous edition,
of which I had the privilege of participating in the public presentation, this new edition provides new insight
such as the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on Africa’s franchise industry. The source survey polled
hundreds of respondents from about twenty African countries, making this Index a credible reference, the kind
that has been scarce in the industry.
Considering the potential of franchising to drive growth and democratize entrepreneurship in Africa,
especially as a post-pandemic recovery model, I strongly recommend Africa Franchise Index to anyone
looking for investment or policy insight or to participate in the franchising sector in Africa.
It is my expectation that people in the franchise community in Africa and beyond will find this and future
editions of AFC’s Africa Franchise Index quite useful for their decisions.

Jennifer
Woods

Jennifer Woods
Senior Foreign Commercial Service Officer
U.S. Department of Commerce
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Executive Summary
Franchising will unlock economic growth and prosperity in Africa. Year on year, there’s a growing demand for franchising, and a
higher success rate to match the demand. A major reason why there is a spike in demand and why franchising is successful in
African countries is attributed to the growing middle class who are moving up the income bracket.
Africa is mostly populated by young people who are becoming young working professionals and business people. These sects are
more concerned with experiences when it comes to their purchases, rather than just purchasing simply to meet their basic wants and
needs. As their purchasing power increases, they want to experience a brand by leaving say, a restaurant feeling really refreshed. This
demand for experiential brands is evident in food & beverages, retail, and business services sectors of the economy.
Throughout this Index, we use 5 key countries as our case studies to analyse the franchising industry and what has changed since
our last publication:

Egypt

Ghana
Nigeria
Kenya

South Africa
A lot of our respondents are residents of or from the countries in highlights and so we got first responder perspective from how they
perceive franchising, franchised brands, and the economic impact. In each part, there exists comparisons between similarities and
differences in the 2019 Index report and this 2021 Index report.
Part 1 highlights the general knowledge and perception on franchising in Africa We analyse each using 5 key factors; education level,
market patronage, income bracket, career opportunities, and availability of franchises. We compare and contrast on how these have
an overall effect on the successes or failures of franchising within each country.
Part 2 delves into the customer experience. One key takeaway from this section is the realization that a positive customer experience
is crucial to the success of any business. Word of mouth is still the best form of marketing strategy that was ever created. The more
experiential and happier your loyal customers are, the more positively they affect a business bottom line through their personal
purchases, and referrals.
Part 3 analyzes the current market realities. Whilst it became easier for franchisees and franchisors to access funds to progress their
franchising, corruption and stiffening government policies and regulations stood as hurdles.
Part 4 emphasises that despite the challenges experienced - as with any business terrain - the opportunity for franchising in Africa
far outweighs the hurdles and limitations. Franchising creates jobs, contributes to the country’s GDP, improves quality of life and
experiences. Franchising is not going anywhere anytime soon. Any business that truly wants to build a global brand must take up
franchising as an assured way to grow and scale sustainably, efficiently, and profitably.
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The expert team at the
Africa Franchise Center
have provided us with a
much-needed road map
to navigate the African
SME space.
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Part 1: Knowledge complexity and
Outlook of franchising in Africa

Part one of the study sought to understand the respondent and by extension, the franchise consumed through his demographics.
First, level of education. In our view, though education does not infer spending power but a certain minimum education/exposure
enhances appreciation of franchise offering. About 67% of the respondents have a minimum of high school education.
This is reflective of the growing literacy levels on the continent and presupposes that most members of the public are able to read
and write, and therefore have basic appreciation of franchising. For investors too, this is positive because it presupposes availability
of low level, trainable labour force that can be employed to run franchise businesses.
The key indices used in understanding the familiarity and outlook of Franchising in Africa include the:

Education Level
Market Patronage
Income Bracket
Career Opportunities
Availability of franchises

Consumer education level
Franchising is a procedural market distribution concept designed to authorize the licensing and transfer of a successful business
process, products, services, and intellectual property to investors using an established business model, to pilot and run the business
in a new market.

Education level evaluation
6%

1%
Post Graduate Degree
Bachelors Degree

32%

Vocational Studies
High School Graduate

61%

Africa Franchise Index
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Franchise patronage
A very reassuring revelation for a franchise investor is that over 66% of respondents visit a franchise at least once monthly and about
31% once weekly. This is particularly encouraging considering the low level of franchise penetration on the content. With more
penetration the frequency of patronage will be much higher.
The Index demonstrates strong patronage of franchises in countries with better economies and functioning SME sectors. Therefore,
there are more people who are familiar or knowledgeable on franchising in countries with higher GDP, than others with lower GPD or
less mature economies.

Frequency of patronage
2%

8%

13%

Never

2%

Once a year

6%
Twice Yearly
Quaterly

13%

More than once a month
At least once a month

31%
25%

Weekly
Everyday

Sector patronized the most

2%

14%

Health & Fitness

5%
2%
12%

Food & Beverage
Retail
Electronics & Computer Technology
Education

53%

12%

Fashion & Beauty
Business Services

Africa Franchise Index
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Kind of occupation
There’s a strong relationship between occupation and industry knowledge. A person’s occupation determines his/her exposure to
market opportunities such as franchising. We established that people in all kinds of occupations are exposed to franchising and there
is actually no over-bearing dominance. For instance, the highest in terms of exposure are shown to be people in business and finance
at 19%. But the next two are not too far away, at 15% and 12% respectively. However, in terms of sectoral allocation the weighting is
much heavier in favour of the private sector showing 69% here, as against 18% from the public sector. This is not too surprising. First,
private sector working in Africa tend to have more disposable income than those in the public sector. Private sector workers also find
time to respond to professional issues like the questionnaires. Finally, private sector is much larger because even public services,
hitherto rendered by the public sector are now managed by the private sector.

Occupation status
8%

19%
Marketing and Sales Occupations

6%

Arts, Design, Entertainment and
Media Occupations
Management Occupations
Architecture and Engineering
Occupations

12%

Business and Financial Operations

15%

Nature of employment
13%
Public Sector

18%

69%

Freelancer
Private Sector

Africa Franchise Index
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Income bracket
The bulk of respondents seem to be in the lower income brackets. About 16% earn from $57,000 to $100,000 per annum. This
suggests perhaps that luxury goods franchises may not farewell.

Income bracket
2%
2%

32%

500,000 and above

4%
150,000-250,000

8%
100,000-150,000
51,000-100,000

12%

21,000-50,000

40%

5,000-20,000
Less than 5,000

$ - Yearly

The availability of franchises
The concept of franchising appears to be more popular in countries where the franchised brands have physical presence; stores and
outlets.

Franchise concept familiarity
2%

13%

14%

Not Familiar at all
Not so Familiar
Somewhat Familiar
Very Familiar

27%

43%

Extremely Familiar

We see here that about 43% of populace are “very familiar” with franchising. This is very positive and indicates the prospects of the
sector, both at a wholesale and retail end.

Africa Franchise Index
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Gender

MALE

79%

FEMALE

21%

This years’ survey shows that more men responded than women as seen above.

Countries leading Africa’s franchise sector

Africa is experiencing a new surge in direct investment from investors scrambling for market opportunities. As the global economy
continues to evolve to become more connected, the west is becoming saturated with franchise brands. As such, brands and investors are seeking opportunities for expansion and scale, and franchising is one strategic way to get footing in any country.
In Africa, it’s seemingly been successful.
]This survey recieved repondent form mostly frnachise-friendly
countries in Africa such as South Africa, Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana and Egypt. Respondents from the survey show that they are currently
patronising different type of franchise brands accross Africa ranging from skin & beauty, food and beverages, consulting services,
ICT, hotels, retail, and so on.
The franchise industry is obviously expanding as many have alluded to the increasing middle class who mostly seek convenience
and show strong brand awareness. Franchises are attracted to major metropolitan cities due to high purchasing power and
increasing population.

Africa Franchise Index
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Country perspective about franchising
What Africans think about franchising in Africa?
The report tried to address the concept of franchise familiarity and popularity with regard to select African countries. This focus
enables stakeholders to eyeball specific countries of interest. In Nigeria we found out that 72% of the people polled are familiar with
the concept of franchising. This is not quite surprising. In the first place, there is increasing urbanization in Nigeria. Secondly, the
literacy rate is relatively high. This figure becomes more signified when it is related to the population of Nigeria which is over 200
million people. Related to the familiarity, is the fact that over 90% of the people are positively disposed towards franchising. That is
indicative that franchise business, appropriately pitched and priced has chances of success in Nigeria.
This shift in attention to African markets is due to the increasing opportunities existing in the African market. This report clearly
supports the increasing economic status of most people in Africa, which has recognized African markets to have a growing
middle-class population and is a catalyst for franchise growth in such markets. The trend in franchising is important as it explains
why African market have become important to franchise brands mostly in the west, due to market saturation and increased
competition of franchising in their local market. The following data below supports this trend in franchising in most African markets
especially with countries with high GDP and common market realities.

Nigeria
7.67%
No

Heard about Franchising

92.33%
Yes

familiar with Francishing

28%
No

72%
Yes

One of the major challenges facing the growth of franchising in Nigeria and by extension the
continent, is the low level of awareness and understanding of the inherent potentials of
franchising as a time-tested business model.
-Dr DanAzumi M. Ibrahim, Director General of National Office for
Technology Aquisition and Promotion (NOTAP)
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Country perspective about franchising ( Cont )

Ghana

5%
No

Heard about franchising

95%
Yes

Familiar with francishing

19%
No

81%
Yes

Kenya

10%
No

Heard about franchising

90%
Yes

Familiar with francishing

33%
No

67%
Yes

Africa Franchise Index
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Country perspective about franchising ( Cont )

South Africa

4%
No

Heard about franchising

96%
Yes

15%

Familiar with francishing

No

85%
Yes

Egypt

8%
No

Heard about franchising

92%
Yes

Familiar with francishing

25%
No

75%
Yes

It is perhaps not surprising that South Africa, with the highest developed franchise sector also posits the highest awareness
level on the continent, at least amongst the number polled.

Africa Franchise Index
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Country Outlook
Relationship between franchising awareness and educational level
The survey also demonstrated a strong correlation between education level and franchising know-how, as individuals with higher
education are more likely to have better understanding of franchising than others with a lesser education background.

Nigeria

95%

75%

Respondents attained at least
higher educational status

Familiar with
franchise concept

100%

85.6%

Respondents attained at least
higher educational status

Familiar with
franchise concept

Kenya

One of the core requirements of franchising as a business model is coherent understanding of basic business requirement, which
largely calls for at least a standard education level. The research shows that most people who participated in the survey attained at
least higher education level. In Nigeria and Kenya 95% and 100% of respondents respectively have attained higher level of education.
For example the survey shows that the more repondent attained higher education, the more they are familiar to franchising as seen
above.

Africa Franchise Index
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Country Outlook ( Cont. )

Egypt

100%

82.5%

Respondents attained at least
higher educational status

Familiar with
franchise concept

100%

85%

Respondents attained at least
higher educational status

Familiar with
franchise concept

South Africa

Ghana

75%

Respondents attained at least
higher educational status

74.6%

Familiar with
franchise concept

As stated above respondents who participated in the survey have at least a higher education status. Egypt, South Africa and Ghana
all recorded 100%, 100% and 75% respectively. This also indicates that respondents who were familiar with franchising mostly were
educated too. For example, 100% of respondents from South Africa and Egypt have attained higher education, also 85% and 82.5 %
respectively were also familiar with franchising too.
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Relationship between GDP and franchising
From our findings, as important as the size of the economy may be, it is not a determinant to franchise awareness. In other ways,
there are some other things that account for franchising awareness than merely the size of the economy. While in some of the
countries with higher GDP on the African continent like South Africa, franchise awareness is high. In other ones that are equally big,
the awareness is not correspondingly high, even if appreciable. Comparing Kenya and Nigeria, Kenya with a smaller economy has
higher awareness. However, Ghana has but small GDP and lower awareness.

Nigeria

668.601

75%

($ Billions)
GDP

Familiar with
franchise concept

Kenya

99.246

85.6%

($ Billions)
GDP

Familiar with
franchise concept

Africa Franchise Index
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Relationship between GDP and Franchising ( Cont )

Egypt

121.350

73.6%

($ Billions)
GDP

Familiar with
franchise concept

South Africa

371.298

96.6%

($ Billions)
GDP

Familiar with
franchise concept

Africa Franchise Index
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Ghana

68.258

66.8%

($ Billions)
GDP

Familiar with
franchise concept

In summary, it must be a combination of factors that account for franchising awareness/familiarity in a particular environment. This
may include education, urbanization, disposable income e.t.c and not just the size of an economy.
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Data comparisons: 2019 vs 2021
In 2020 we saw positive signs of franchise growth as measured by the frequency of patronage. First, we see the number of those who
never patronized franchising drop from 16.54% to 8%. Then we see daily patronage move up from 2.83% to 13%. This is particularly
remarkable in the Covid year!
The Index showed that there is an increasing trend in market patronage for franchises, hence in 2019 about 29.92% weekly patronage
and in 2021 the Index recorded an increase to 31%. This shows that franchises are gaining rapid recognition which is responsible
largely for their increasing patronage as that number is expected to keep increasing.

Level of Patronage of franchise business

2021

2019
16.54%

8%

Never

2.83%

13%

Daily

29.92%

56%

Weekly

24.88%

25%

Monthly

10.08%

6%

Quaterly

3.78%

Bi-Annually

2.83%

2%

2%
Annually

Africa Franchise Index
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Data Comparisons (Cont)

Knowledge and awareness of franchise in Africa

2019

Nigeria

2021

Heard about franchising

22.67% 88.33%

7.67%

92.33%

Familiar with francishing

39.44% 60.56%

28%

72%

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

2019

Ghana
Heard about franchising

Familiar with francishing

5%
No

95%
Yes

29.12% 70.88%
No

Yes

Heard about franchising

Familiar with francishing

10%
No

90%
Yes

30.70% 60,30%
No

Yes

Yes

2021
5%

95%

19%

81%

No

No

2019

Kenya

Yes

Yes

Yes

2021
10%

90%

33%

67%

No

No

Yes

Yes
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A positive customer experience
is crucial to the success of any
business.
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Part 2: The Customer Experience
Introduction
Franchise brands in Africa recognizes that a good customer experience breeds loyal customers, which boosts the revenue of the
business. The report shows that across Africa, the customer experience has remained excellent. In the report, 48% and 19% of
respondents believe customer experience appears to be good and very good respectively. This is a good indicator that franchise
brands have become successful in offering good customer experience in the continent. This is not strange as most franchise brands
like to maintain the same customer experience across all franchise outlets wherever they are run.

Where customers go to
This report shows that customers patronizes four key franchise sectors as seen below:

Food & Beverages
Retail
Electronic & Computer Technology
Business & Services

This conclusion is derived by the willingness of franchise brands existing in these sectors, to franchise their businesses in Africa.
It also appears that most investors are also comfortable taking risks in these sectors since return on investment appears to be
quicker, irrespective of in-country risks. Take for example, KFC. It is a norm to spot a KFC outlet, Dominos Pizza, a Shoprite grocery
store, or a Samsung business. The visibility and accessibility of the kinds of franchise businesses mentioned above, greatly contributes to their increased patronage. It is also important to mention that the consumer goods space remains very attractive to entrepreneurs because businesses within this space typically command large market shares in any economy.
What’s truly remarkable is that such brands happen to have low market entry barrier when compared to other franchise areas such
as sports, health & fitness, and education.

Africa Franchise Index
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Key Statistics
Franchise sectoral preferences
1%
2%

10%

Hotels

4%

2%

Health & Fitness
Food & Beverages

12%

Retail
Electronics & Computer Technology

13%

56%

Education
Fashion & Beauty
Business Services

The food and beverage sector appear to be a leading franchise brand in the franchise sector. This could be largely due to increasing
awareness among brands in that sector.

Franchise customer experience
2%

1%

19%
Very Good

30%

Good
Fair
Poor

48%

Very Poor

The results show that a majority of franchise consumers like their experience with franchise brands. The analysis indicates that over
67% enjoy visiting franchise brands across Africa.

Africa Franchise Index
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Key Statistics ( Cont )

Why customers patronize franchise brands

5%

I don’t

16%

Availability

20%

Customer services
Consistency in products and services

4%
Familiarity of brand

24%

Superior quality of products and services

31%

What the customers think
This report shows that brand awareness availability and consistent presence are key factors in customer patronage. Most respondents reported that the unique qualities found among franchise businesses - such as the uniformity of services, prompt service
delivery, familiarity held attraction for them. The price did not seem to be a determinant of choice.

Do you prefer a franchise brand to a non-franchise brand?

30%

70%

no
yes

Africa Franchise Index
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Key Statistics ( Cont )

Why most people prefer franchise brands to a non-franchise brand
44%
12%

Familiarity of franchise brands
Prompt service delivery

12%

Franchise brands are of higher quality
Franchise brands have better customer service

8%

Franchise brands are cheaper

9%
3%

Franchise brands are more popular

12%

Franchise brands have uniformity of service

Africa Franchise Index
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Key Statistics ( Cont )

How respondents described franchise business in their country?
11%

19%
Franchise businesses are
not well known

9%

Franchise businesses are like
every other business
Franchise businesses are
very profitable

7%

Franchise businesses have the
better customer service

9%

Franchise businesses are
growing rapidly

45%

Franchise businesses in my
country are very popular

There seem to be a growing consciousness about the presence of franchises. This measure is important because it is possible for
something to be available but not noticeable. The recognition of the existing franchises is perhaps a testament to their strong
branding.

How would you rate the quality of franchise business in Africa?

5%
10%

2%
Very Good
Good

27%

Fair
Poor

57%

Very Poor
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Gender Distribution
This survey captured the most recognised and patronised franchise sectors amongst the two gender group which
are; food and beverage, retail, fashion and beauty.

Male

What type of franchise business do you visit

Food &
Beverage

Retail

Fashion
& Beauty

19%

16.1%

What type of franchise business do you visit

Food &
Beverage

Retail

Fashion
& Beauty

“

43.3%

13%

18.1%

Franchising is one of the world’s most proven success models of business of
all time. Yet the progress of franchise in Africa is, at best, patchy. South Africa
and Egypt certainly have got something going. Nigeria is lagging it’s own
potential. And the rest of Africa is struggling to mainstream what has become
one of the world’s favorite pathways for mainstreaming small business,
de-risking the informal sector, spawning jobs and democratizing
entrepreneurship.

“

Female

44%

Paul Arinze
President, Africa Franchise Centre
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Country perspective about franchising
How different African countries view franchising
The responses below show how the relevant publics in different African countries perceive franchising.

Nigeria

13%
47%
11%

Franchise businesses
are growing rapidly
Franchise businesses have
the better customer service

7%

Franchise businesses are
profitable

9%

Franchise businesses are
like every other business

13%

Ghana

Franchise businesses in my
country are very popular

19%
45%

Franchise businesses
are not well known

Franchise businesses in my
country are very popular
Franchise businesses
are growing rapidly

9%

Franchise businesses have
the better customer service

7%

Franchise businesses are
profitable

9%
11%

Franchise businesses are
like every other business

Franchise businesses
are not well known
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What Africans think about franchising in Africa ( Cont )

Kenya

15%
56%

Franchise businesses in my
country are very popular
Franchise businesses
are growing rapidly

3%

Franchise businesses have
the better customer service

7%

Franchise businesses are
profitable

9%
10%

Franchise businesses are
like every other business
Franchise businesses
are not well known

Like Nigeria, 45% of Ghanians and Kenyans also agree that franchise businesses in their countries are growing rapidly too.
This points to the increasing familarity of franchising in the African continent.

Egypt

59%
7%
17%

Franchise businesses in my
country are very popular
Franchise businesses
are growing rapidly
Franchise businesses have
the better customer service

12%

Franchise businesses are
profitable

3%

Franchise businesses are
like every other business

2%

Franchise businesses
are not well known
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What africans think about franchising in Africa ( Cont )

South Africa

65%
9%

Franchise businesses in my
country are very popular
Franchise businesses
are growing rapidly

12%

Franchise businesses have
the better customer service

10%

Franchise businesses are
profitable

2%

Franchise businesses are
like every other business

2%

Franchise businesses
are not well known

Most people around Africa believe that franchise business is rapidly growing as seen in the figures above. More than 45%
of respondents in all African countries cited, believe that franchising is growing rapidly in their country as opposed to
other qualities. This information proves the preferential tendency of franchises in the minds of people around Africa.
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2019 vs 2021: A comparison
Some findings are quite reflective of the times. It is not surprising that the patronage of fitness centers dropped from 13% to 2% in
2021. All human interaction business suffered during the pandemic. Another point is the drop in the fashion segment from 22.3 to
4%. Even among the most successful franchises which is the food and beverage industry suffered a significant drop in patronage
from 75% in 2019 to 56% in 2021. This can only be attributed to the global drop in business due to the Covid 19 pandemic

What type of franchise business do you visit?

2021

2019
75.24%

56%

Food

12.3%

31.13%

27.48%

8.63%

22.36%

Fitness

2%

Retail

13%

Business
Services

13%

Education

Fashion
& Beauty

2%

4%

The customer experience is quite key for a franchise to succeed. Some findings here are quite reflective of the times. It is not
surprising that the patronage of fitness centers dropped from 13% to 2% in 2021. All human interaction businesses suffered during
the pandemic, which is also reflected in the drop noticed in the fashion segment from 22.3% to 4%.
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Data Comparisons (Cont)

Do you prefer a franchise brand to a non- franchise brand?

2021

2019
15%

41%

43%

No
Undecided
yes

30%

0%

70%

The resounding vehemence with which respondents indicated their preference for franchises in 2021 is very instructive. More
importantly, nobody is sitting on the fence, no “undecided” in 2021. This is crucial and perhaps, indicates the coming of age for
franchising. People who know about franchising have very strong opinion about it and that opinion seems to be quite positive.
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The increase in customer
patronage is proportional to
the growth, expansion, and
popularity of the franchises
themselves.
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Part 3: Existing Market Realities
The food & beverage and retail sector are without doubt the biggest franchise sectors on the African continent. KFC, Domino’s Pizza,
Shoprite and Samsung remain the most patronized franchise brands among respondents. Most West Africans patronized franchise
electronics and Technology businesses, more than respondents from other African countries.
Most of the respondents agree that inadequate government policies and laws constitute the biggest challenge franchise businesses
face in Africa.

Spotlight 1: Miniso
Miniso is a Japanese lifestyle designer retail brand focusing mostly in household and consumer goods. Miniso’s brands and products
ranges from creative homeware, health, beauty, and fashion accessories to digital accessories, stationery, and gifts, unique toys
series, seasonal products, Kitchenware, etc. the company has maintained its mantra of “good quality with low price” sourcing most
of its designs from countries like Japan, Korea, Sweden, Denmark, Singapore, China and Malaysia. The company is now focusing on
expanding its global footprint, hence it is poised in opening more than 2,900 stores in over 60 countries in the process. The Miniso
brand is a unique brand in the African market as there are hardly popular Japanese franchises in Africa, however the Miniso brand is
breaking grounds and expanding its market size against all odds.
The company opened its first store in Nigeria on the 10th of September 2017 in Lekki, Lagos. Since then, several other stores have
opened across the country and a host of others are their final stages of the documentation process to open across the country.
Miniso has been described as a successful franchise business in Nigeria with returns on investment between 10 – 18 months. The
management of Miniso have described the process of franchising as simple, transparent and stress-free.

Spotlight 2: Domino’s Pizza
Domino’s Pizza is an American owned business pizza restaurant chain. The company has developed a very successful franchise
business model focusing on its reliance on effective delivery and quality customer service. In recent times Domino's Pizza is located
in over 84 countries operating as franchises, in most cases the master franchise agreement is given to one company for each
country. In Africa it is famous for offering quality and innovative food products.
.
For example, in Kenya it is the one of the most popular food brands since it opened its first store in 2014. The tremendous growth in
size and popularity is usually attributed to its ability to adapt to local demands, which has turned it into a successful franchise model
in the country.

Spotlight 3: Samsung
Founded in 1969, Samsung was founded in South Korea and as today, makes everything from television to semiconductors. Since
making its first mobile Android device in 2009, it has since been able to create a certain craving and stickiness for their electronic
gadgets worldwide, and Africa is no different. Samsung mobile phones changed the technological development in the digital space,
it has now become one of the most favoured brands in the world, appealing to both the high class, the middle class, and aspirational
for the low budget class. Samsung has dominated the mobile space in Africa and Asia partly because of its budget phones designed
to capture the middle-class market.
The popularity and familiarity of Samsung products worldwide, makes it a juicy franchise brand continent wide.. Most investors in
the Samsung franchise brands spend very little in marketing and advertising because of Samsung’s brand stickiness. Sales have
been on a record high for Samsung products since most people are confident in what to expect of them.
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Key Statistics
In this sector we try to unearth the impediments to franchise growth in the continent. To investors, this knowledge is very critical to
success. They are risks that one must have a strategy around to be able to succeed.

Which 3 major challenges do franchising face in your country?

21%

11%
Corruption
Lack of basic amenities

22%

21%

Lack of interest
Government policies and laws
Lack of funds

23%

2%

Lack of franchise awareness

Sadly, corruption features very prominently as an impediment second only to lack of access to funds. The consolation is that a
couple of US brands with zero tolerance for corruption have successfully operated without compromising.

Major factors that can influence the growth of franchising in Africa

24%

21%

Reduced franchise cost
Proper training
Improved social amenities

17%
24%

More financing options
Improved legislation

14%

It is not surprising that franchise cost is one area that respondents believe that if addressed can be a catalyst to the growth of
franchising. Improved regulatory environment is at par with cost in consideration here.
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Key Statistics ( Cont )

Areas most respondents want franchises to improve on

15%

22%
Franchise Fee
Availability

13%

Product quality

14%

Cost of service
Flexibility of policies

20%
16%

Customer service

Respondents who think their businesses can be franchised
13%
Undecided

41%

32%

No
Yes

The need for more advocacy about franchising on the continent is highlighted by the number of mature businesses who think their
businesses can be franchised. Only 32% answered a straight yes. The challenge is that such businesses are content with the profit
they are making currently. They are not yet aware of the extraordinary benefits that could accrue if their brands are franchised.
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Key Statistics ( Cont )

Sectors who think that their businesses can be easily franchised

Food &
Beverage

Retail

11%

12%

Electronics
& Computer
Technology

14%

35%

Business
Services

Fashion
& Beauty

12%

In any case it is heartwarming that owners of business services, think their businesses can be franchised. The food and beverage
seem to want to play safe and continue at the rate they are going.

The experience for most franchise owners
3%
3%

10%
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied

44%

40%

Satisfied
Very satisfied

Clearly, the experience for franchise owners is encouraging as most franchise owners are satisfied with their franchise business.
It is heartwarming that owners of other businesses such as business services and electronics & computer technology are
convinced they can franchise their business instead of the usual food and beverage sector.
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Key Statistics ( Cont )

The reason for the above
11%

30%
social perception
Ease of set-up and management

25%
flexibility of policies
independence

4%

30%

profitability

It appears that respondents from countries with increased familiarity and franchise awareness tend to be
confident to get the right support to own a franchise.
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Afrieximbank supports Africa at the #WTO

Country Outlook

People who think their business can be franchised

73%
Nigeria

90%
Ghana

82%
Egypt

85%
Kenya

90%
South Africa

It is not surprising that in South Africa, Kenya and Egypt may believe their businesses can be
franchised. The surprising entrant is Ghana and that is positive.

Franchise businesses vs satisfaction level
For many franchise owners the general results regarding their franchise business is that franchising is predicted to become a vibrant
sector. The general consensus is that while many respondents who own franchising agree that franchising might have a lot of
significant deterrent in the industry, however they all agree that they were all at least comfortable as seen below:
Food & beverages and retail franchises are the most popular franchises in Africa, Generally, people prefer to patronize franchise
businesses because they feel satisfied that their expectations will be met. Accordingly, this can be attributed to the consistency in
the products and services they offer. For most countries where franchises exist in Africa, most respondents agree that patronage
and adoption of franchises is largely due to the rapid growth, expansion and popularity of franchises. Respondents believe that
franchising will become more successful when the cost of franchising can be reduced as current franchise owners are quite satisfied
with their franchise businesses.
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Country Outlook ( Cont )

Impact of improved legislation on franchise businesses

35%

Nigeria

40%

Ghana

32%

Egypt

35%

Kenya

37%
South Africa
Improved legislation

Impact of improved legislation on franchise businesses

Nigeria

34%

38%

Ghana

36%
Egypt

35%
Kenya

South Africa

35%

More financing option
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Country Outlook ( Cont )

Franchise businesses Vs Reduced franchise cost

40%
Nigeria

28%
Ghana

32%
Egypt

32%
Kenya

30%
South Africa

Reduced Franchise Cost

This survey has shown that there are different issues facing the development of franchising at various levels in each African country.
For example in Nigeria, 40% of franchise businesses believe that reduced franchise cost will improve franchising, while in Ghana 40%
of franchises will like to see an improvement in legislature to allow the development of franchising.

Experience of most franchise owners
3%
3%

10%
Very Dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

44%

40%

Satisfied
Very satisfied
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What appeals to most franchise workers
34%

8%
Work Structure

21%

Huge Employess demand
Financial Profitability
Quality of Staff welfare

8%

29%

Strict rules & Policies

After all is said and done, the quality of staff is very fundamental to the success of a franchise brand. It is quite exciting to see that
staffs are attracted to the work structure they see in franchises. They also find working in franchises financially rewarding.
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Data comparisons: 2019 vs 2021
This comparison between both years focused on popular franchise businesses mentioned during the survey as shown in this report.
In 2019 and 2021, the most popular franchise sectors remain the food and bevearages, retail, business services, and fashion &
beauty sectors. However, the variation was mostly due to the pandemic that ravaged to world in starting 2020, this is why the
increase in patronage in food and beverage, and retail franchises compared to 2019 could be attributed to the fact that an increased
number of people bought more food as most people were indoors. In general, most other businesses struggled this period but didn’t
fare badly perhaps due to the low effect the pandemic has on the continent.

What type of franchise business do you visit?

2021

2019
9.19%

7.35%

Food

11%

Retail

12%

Business
Services

43.8%

20.22%

Fashion
& Beauty

35%

12%
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Franchising
systems must be
designed to include
people living in the
rural areas.
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Part 4: Growth of Franchising In Africa
This report indicates that most franchises in Africa are found mostly in urban areas. it is imperative to note that franchising in Africa
appeals mostly to high income earners in the urban areas. However, in some African countries franchises have focused on targeting
other rural dwellers by adjusting their varieties to appeal to rural dwellers, by adapting to local business environment and simplifying
the franchise system to serve other groups.
Therefore, it is also important that franchising systems be designed to also accommodate population in the rural areas. The
characteristics and components of franchising must be evaluated to create and increase the tendency for investors to franchise in
rural or semi-urban areas too.

“

Africa has long been seen as the next frontier in franchising through its
business format of unlocking the potential of small business which is universally known to be the engine of all economies. As franchising in first world
countries becomes saturated in many sectors, brands are looking to expand to
new markets. Developing countries, like those in Asia and South America, have
seen exponential growth in their franchise sectors. Africa must rise to the
challenge and follow suit.

“

PETER MOYANGA
SME and Franchise Development Expert

To enhance the growth of franchising in Africa, local investors must be encouraged to become franchisors by their country’s
governments by promoting laws and regulations that will support and benefit these investors.
Government must be willing to design economic road map that will focus on franchise business to demonstrate that franchising can
be sustainable at lower population basis.This can be achieved by minimising or eliminating the capital investment and operating
overheads associated with traditional franchised businesses operating from retail locations.
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Key Statistics

Can I get the support and finance to become a franchisee or a franchisor?

38%
Maybe

50%

No
Yes

12%

Nigeria
50%
No

50%
Yes

Kenya

40%
No

60%
Yes
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Key Statistics ( Cont )

Can I get the support and finance to become a franchisee or a franchisor?

Ghana
40%

No/maybe

60%
Yes

Egypt

35%

No/Maybe

65%
Yes

South Africa

30%
No

70%
Yes

It appears that respondents from countries with increased familiarity and franchise awareness tend to be confident to get the right
support to own a franchise. Therefore, as seen above the situation remains the same as most franchise owners believe that they
can access the right financing. It is interesting that majority of respondents agree that they can get the right support to own a
franchise in their country.
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As an entrepreneurship template
The Africa Franchise Index provide credible insight to government policy initiatives of entrepreneurship development in a bid to create
employment and reduce poverty in Africa through the transfer of technologies and knowledge. By means of franchising,
entrepreneurship development becomes plausible through the mentoring framework between the franchisors and franchisees.
Generally, failure rates among franchises are extremely lower compared to other SMEs businesses.

Do you know any local franchise?

No
Yes

62%

38%

Nigeria
20%

No/Maybe

80%
Yes

Local franchise brands are no doubt popular in Nigeria as about 80% of respondent agree they know one.
This again shows the opportunity available in converting local businesses to franchise brands.
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Key Statistics ( Cont )

Do you know any local franchise?

Kenya
25%
No/maybe

75%
Yes

Ghana

100%

No/maybe

Egypt

40%

No/Maybe

60%
Yes

South Africa

30%

No/Maybe

70%
Yes

It’s surprising that South Africa is only 70%. It is possible that some respondents are not quite aware that some of
their favorite franchise brands in South Africa are indigenous. For instance, some might not be aware that Debonairs
Pizza is of South African origin.
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Impact of local franchising on entrepreneurial development

Do you feel local franchise have competitive advantage?
23%
Maybe

60%

No
Yes

17%

Growth of local franchising
As more local businesses succeed and grow, many successful businesses are now seeking franchising as a strategy to succeed and
expand. Franchising local businesses has also faced severe set-back such as short fall in investment capital and poor competitive
advantage compared to other foreign franchises. Capital investment in franchising appears to be rising due to increasing cost of
doing business and poor legislative policies and laws in Africa Local franchising amidst all these inadequacies still seem to be quite
promising as major brands are still shying away from Africa, local franchises can now harness existing opportunities since they have
survived through all the in-roads and patches of doing business in their local business environment.
Local franchised businesses have proved in their various business environments that they are best suited for the opportunities in
Africa Since many local franchised businesses already have the local experience with the right business model for success, therefore
it will generally need more of a competent individual to franchise the business to rather than to rely excessively on capital
investment for growth and expansion.
In the course of the survey a number of local franchises surfaced as some of the favourites for some of the respondents. Local based
franchises are also some of the major providers of local content for the economy and a major source of employments and
opportunity for local residents both professionally and unskilled labour.
Results from this survey clearly shows that franchising is apparently a useful template to promote SME development in Africa Also
it shows that is therefore a successful business format for SME development. It has also been established that a significant number
of countries in Africa are either currently supporting franchising or have the potential to do so. This report therefore concludes that
providing incentives to develop franchising in Africa would be a viable and worthwhile public policy initiative. Given the above noted
constraints, this report therefore recommends that a strategy for the development of franchising in Africa should incorporate four (4)
distinct initiatives. These initiatives address capacity building, financing programs, legal and regulatory considerations and
international marketing and promotion.
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Data comparisons: 2019 vs 2021
Franchising has been established to be a successful growth strategy for businesses to expand and scale sustainably across Africa
Investors, business persons have found the African market to be very attractive through franchising. Indigenous owned businesses
are also exploring franchising as a means to grow within their country of operation and also to other African markets. In 2019, lack
of funding accounted for one of the most foremost challenges facing the growth and development of franchising in Africa.

Major challenges franchising face in your country.

2021

2019
Lack of
franchise awareness

55.12%

39.21%

21%

corruption

21%

Lack of funds

47.72%

Lack of basic amenities

41.42%

17.32%

Lack of interest

21%

11%

2%

The AFC index shows that in the previous index 47.72% of respondents believe that lack of funding was a major challenge, while in
the 2021 edition only 21% of respon- dents agree to that. However, in-depth analysis indicates that in 2021, all the countries profiled
for this index showed that lack of funding appeared to be among the first three major challenges facing franchising in Africa Access
to finance in the franchise market will pave a significant path for current and would-be franchisees and franchisors in Africa will
stimulate the growth of franchising in Africa.
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Regulation as an enabler for franchising development in Africa
Dr DanAzumi M. Ibrahim,Director General of National Office for
Technology Aquisition and Promotion (NOTAP)Regulation as an enabler for franchising de
Dr DanAzumi M. Ibrahim,Director General of National Office for
Technology Aquisition and Promotion (NOTAP)
In your View, how Important is Regulation for Franchising Development?

Regulation is extremely important for franchise development, especially in Nigeria. Regulation drives code of ethics for the
franchising business. It provides the appropriate guidelines for the business within the framework of the national laws. It also
ensures the protection of stakeholders’ investments. Additionally, regulation builds and grows stakeholder confidence in the
franchise business model and facilitates increased participation by the public.

Can you describe for us the statutory role of NOTAP in franchising?
NOTAP in accordance with Section 4(d) of its enabling law is empowered to register all contracts
or agreements signed by Nigerian entrepreneurs with their foreign technical partners. These
agreements include franchise agreements since franchise is associated with various proprietary
rights such as patents, trademarks, know-how, operating manuals, etc.
In pursuance of this, NOTAP has registered numerous technology transfer agreements since the
commencement of its operations including franchise agreements. The first Franchise Agreement
registered in Nigeria was by NOTAP. This was the Franchise Agreement between Schweppes
International Limited, Ireland and Nigeria Bottling Company. Since then, other franchise
agreements have also been registered with NOTAP. Some of the notable ones include:

Master Franchise Agreements between UAC of Nigeria Plc and Innscor International Franchising Limited, United
Kingdom for the Creamy Inn, Pizza Inn and Chicken Inn Brands;
Nando’s Non Fuel Master Franchise Agreement between UAC Nigeria Plc and Nando’s Resources B.V.,
Netherlands;
Franchise Agreements registered by Retail Supermarkets Nigeria Limited and Shoprite International Limited,
Mauritius;
Franchise Development Agreement between Devyani International Limited and Yum Restaurants International,
SARL, Switzerland, for the operation of Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC), etc.

What Initiatives has NOTAP used to Fulfill this Statutory Role in the past?
The registration of Franchise Agreements is treated in line with other technology transfer agreements and in accor
dance with the National Technology Transfer Policy. While registering the franchise agreements NOTAP ensures that
the applications comply with the requirements for transfer of technology. For instance, NOTAP ensures that:

The franchise fees are fair and commensurate with the services to be rendered e.g Marketing/Advertising fee
maximum of 1% net sales;
The Disclosure documents are provided in addition to other relevant documents;
The other terms and conditions contained therein are fair and are in the best interest of the Nigerian partners
and are also well aligned to the capacities/capabilities of the economy;
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Comprehensive training programme for the local personnel is incorporated into the agreement;
Provision is made for the utilization of local input in compliance with the Local Content Policy of ensuring a
minimum of 20% local content.

opment in Africa

What initiatives has NOTAP used to Fulfill this statutory role in the past?
NOTAP further ensures that all vital documents such as Sample of the franchise agreement, Disclosure Agreement, Operating
Manuals, etc., for the Franchise Agreements are submitted before the registration of such agreements. Besides registration and
monitoring the implementation of franchise agreements, NOTAP also contributes to the development of franchise in Nigeria through
organization of training programs for franchising stakeholders, provision of technical support for the establishment of the Nigeria
International Franchise Association (NIFA), survey on Nigerian delicacies with the intent to standardizing and developing them into
franchising businesses, publication of Franchise manual and other relevant documents on franchise, awareness creation on
franchise, participation in national and international franchise events, etc. The role of the Office in promoting the development of
locally generated technologies has also impacted on the development of franchising in Nigeria. For example, NOTAP is involved in
the following activities:
Training and developing capabilities of personnel on franchising matters;
Organization of Workshops and Seminars on Franchising to sensitize the public on the importance of franchise
business model;
Encouraging Nigerian entrepreneurs to develop their businesses into franchise business chains;
Conducting survey and gathering data on indigenous cuisine with a view to developing them into franchise
business model;
Collaborating with NIFA, IPLAN and other stakeholders from time to time on franchising activities in Nigeria,
e.t.c.
Providing information on important issues of technology transfer, franchising and intellectual property matters.

What do you see as the main bottlenecks for franchising growth in Nigeria and Africa?
One of the major challenges facing the growth of franchising in Nigeria and by extension the continent, is the low level of
awareness and understanding of the inherent potentials of franchising as a time-tested business model. This has limited the
involvement of the investment community. Sadly, there seem to also be a misunderstanding of the broad-based structure of
franchising among some of the stakeholders, who limit it only to the food sector. As a result of the above, there is dearth of
sufficient funds to drive franchising in the country. This also poses a great challenge. Furthermore, there is the challenge of
documentation and research in the development of franchises. The process or procedure in carrying out an activity that can be
franchised needs to be documented, codified and organized, supported by research to develop franchise brand.
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Another major challenge is the lack of synergy among the key players and stakeholders. This fosters dissipation of energy and lack
of cohesion.
One exception to these challenges in the continent is South Africa, which has succeeded in navigating around these issues, hence it
stands out today as the most successful in the continental franchising story.

How big is the impact of Covid-19 on the survival of franchising as an economic growth model?

Covid-19 obviously provided one of the most difficult challenges ever to be confronted by all sectors of the global economy in recent
history. As a pandemic, its spiral effect ensured that most reliable and dependable response mechanisms crumbled. It further
introduced a new lexicon “the new normal”, which seem to be more of an adaptation of abnormality as the normal way of life. It left
in its trail, monumental disruptive activities. Similar to all other economic models, franchising was also adversely affected. The
supply chains were caught off, the human interface with clients became non-existent and literally speaking, patronage was eliminated. The losses incurred were huge and most businesses, including franchising unfortunately became comatose while some
collapsed.

How can that impact be overcome by those involved in franchising?
Not withstanding the devastating effect of Covid-19 on businesses, it turned out to be the needed tonic required to wake up
everybody into action. It drove everyone to become innovative in all manners of legitimate activities as survival strategies. Similar to
the proverbial case of “being between the ocean and the deep blue sea”, the situation highlighted the prominence and inevitability of
the electronic and digital platform as a crucial component of every business model that must survive post Covid-19. The direct
implication is that every franchising business must deliberately integrate the digital infrastructure as an essential component of
relevance. This will mean further reduction in the human to human interface, dependence and operations. It will lead to an escalation
of the paperless technology with its attendant effects on online manuals, trainings, supervision, service delivery amongst others.
The reliance on the Information Communications Technology platform will create a strong value chain that is expected to positively
impact on the society through the development and deployment of more software and the attendant activities attached to digital
operations.

How can regulation assist the recovery of the franchise industry, following the pandemic?
Regulation is typically a function of the government institutions. Aligning with the global and national responses, one of the ways
regulation can facilitate the recovery of the franchise industry post Covid-19 could be in the area of facilitating for the provision of
stimulus in accordance with the national protocols. Another aspect of support could be in the area of granting some waivers on
some basic input materials, subject to the nature of the business and how it aligns with the government intervention strategies for
businesses as provided through the Central Bank of Nigeria or other intervention structures of government. Regulation can also
facilitate, promote and strengthen the injection of more local content into the franchising value chain.

As a regulator, what are your concerns regarding technology transfer in franchising?
A major concern to NOTAP with respect to technology transfer in all the sectors, including franchising, is the intentional desire in
some situations, to subvert the national systems and regulations while doing business in the country. Some of the business
operators would rather prefer to circumvent the legally approved processes of registering their technology with NOTAP and connive
with some unpatriotic citizens to deny the country its due revenue and benefits from such registrations.
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It is also worrisome that some business operatives do not avail themselves of the expertise and support provided by the Office to
ensure that the fees for their technology transfer agreements are equitable and fairly negotiated, that the agreements do not violate
any aspect of the national laws and that the obligations in terms of capacity building and strengthening the economy are effectively
reflected in the agreements. The Office is further saddened by the inability of the Nigerian parties to leverage on the provisions of
the technology transfer agreements to develop their capacity over time and become service providers instead of being perpetual
consumers of the foreign technology.

How can local Inputs be optimized without stifling cross-border franchising in Africa?
Taking cognizance of the African Continental Free Trade Area Agreements (AfCFTA) and the need for free flow of goods among the
member states, NOTAP is strongly committed to the emergence of a strong, robust and dynamic domestic economy. This is driven
by the focus of the Office in promoting locally motivated technologies. The focus has been further buoyed by the Executive Order 05
of the government, which is aimed at promoting local content development. Under this Executive Order, NOTAP is saddled with the
responsibility to establish, develop and constantly update a database of Nigerian professionals both in the Country and in the
Diaspora. It should also be noted that the growth of a domestic economy is strongly hinged on the effective development, harnessing
and uptake of its local inputs. These inputs involve the human capital, the capabilities and the functional interplay of the actors within
the National System of Innovation. The synergy of these stakeholders is expected to strategically harmonize the domestic inputs and
position them as strong service providers to clients within and outside the country. This will further strengthen their competitiveness
and ability to survive in the face of inflows from other continental member states.

In your view, how important is indigenous franchising to the total growth of the sector in Africa?
he growth of a continentally driven African Franchising sector will be a function of the aggregated inputs from the franchising
activities of the sub-continental members. It therefore stands to reason that strong national franchising activities and outputs will
naturally fuse into a strong continental franchising economy and vice versa. Based on the above, I am strongly convinced that the
Nigerian franchising programme and activities is of utmost importance in growing the sector within the continent. Its condensed
outputs will stimulate economic growth, create wealth, generate employment opportunities etc.

What advise do you have for other franchise regulators in Africa to enable them fulfill their role as
development enablers?
My candid advice is that we must see ourselves as critical drivers of the national economy. When we succeed in growing our
domestic economies, the multiplier effect on the continent will be immense. We should see ourselves as strong enablers of
economic development and growth, hence in the discharge of our regulatory duties, attention should always be focused more on
those factors that drive and promote economic growth within the ambit of the law.

What Issues do you recommend for AFC and Africa Franchise Index to probe in future surveys?
Currently, there seem to be several knotty issues surrounding the operationalization of the African Continental Free Trade Area
Agreements. It may be appropriate therefore, for AFC and the Africa Franchise Index to further interrogate the AfCFTA with respect
to the growth and development of franchising in the continent and its member states.
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A pathway to international economic development.
Margaret Olele, Chief Executive Officer,
America Business Council (ABC)
You run the network of US businesses in Nigeria, how much of that is franchise related?
The American Business Council (ABC) understands the importance of franchising in supporting the economic relationship between
US businesses and their counterparts in Nigeria which is currently less than 1%, hence we are committed to working with relevant
organizations to improve the current status.

American franchises have been very successful in Nigeria and
Africa, what is behind their success?
Quality and consistency of American franchises have marked our success in the
African market, and of course the general positive perception of American Brands

What role does the American business Council play in
promoting franchising between the United States and
Nigeria?
Amplifying the value through media awareness, advocacy through roundtable
discussions with NOTAP as an example, supporting during crisis management
situations.

Do we have any success stories of Nigeria businesses
franchising in the United States? If so, anyone noteworthy to share?
There are not many examples to share. But developing franchise markets both into and out of Africa is the vision all stakeholders
of economic development should be working towards.

Do we have any success stories of Nigeria businesses franchising in
the United States? If so, anyone noteworthy to share?
There are not many examples to share. But developing franchise markets both into and out of Africa is the vision all stakeholders
of economic development should be working towards.

What relationships currently exist between American Business Council
and other key stakeholders to foster collaboration among Nigerian
and American franchise businesses?
We have professionals committed to working with relevant bodies that can create reforms and initiatives to demonstrate potentials
in the success of both American and Nigerian franchise businesses willing to do business in both countries. However, at the moment
we have a working relationship with the US Consulate, African Franchise Association and NIPC.
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Many of your member companies seem to be large corporations involved in
high capital businesses like hotels, energy and logistics. But Nigeria, like most
African countries, is still a developing economy wheresmall business
dominates. How important in the mix are franchises built on
the small business franchise model?
Small business franchises are also relevant in the mix, bearing in mind the large contribution of SMEs generally to
the GDP. This is why the Council is working with the Commerce Department and has been engaging Franchise
companies from the US at various fronts such as Trade Shows.

Africa Franchise Index has identified financing as a huge challenge for
franchising growth in Africa Is this an issue that you think American
financial institutions and government could help with?
Perhaps if they ﬁnd mutual value that can be arranged.

How did American franchises respond to the Covid-19 pandemic?
To my knowledge many American franchises fared better, taking into consideration the sector they exist.

What advice would you give franchises who are interested in
the African market?
Understand the market dynamics, policies/regulations impacting the speciﬁc sector, leverage platforms like the ABC
to drive market entry opportunities

One goal that Africa Franchise Center is promoting is for African franchises
ﬁnding a footing in the US and other markets. Is this something that
American Business Council would like to support?
Yes, as mentioned earlier, we have positioned ourselves to help African franchise businesses to ﬁnd US partners.

We know that American Business Council works to support pro-business
policy. How important is government policy for the growth of franchising
in Nigeria and Africa?
It is very critical, as focus on government policy will provide the right sector leadership and practical implementation
steps in support of franchising in Nigerian and Africa

Advise for accessing the African Franchise Market:
Understand the market dynamics, policies and regulations impacting the specific market , and
leverage platforms like market the American Business Council
-Margeret Olele, CEO American Business Council.
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Franchising and Covid-19 response
The COVID‐19 outbreak presented a severe global economic downturn which has led to significant economic, political, and social
effects. Franchising businesses were not exempted, most franchises are victims of the global pandemic since they are mostly in the
retail and service businesses in Africa This part of the Africa Franchise Index focuses on the experiences of franchising in Africa during
the COVID-19 outbreak highlighting factors that helped business sustainability. The research is based mostly on primary data from
individuals in Africa familiar with franchises such as food & drinks, education, retail, electronics, technology, fashion and
business‐to‐business service.
It shows the measures taken to ensure the survival and sustainability of franchises, the role of innovation during this period, the
opportunities for health franchises and the impact of finance post-Covid era. Practically, the methods adopted by franchises in Africa
provides valuable lessons for other businesses across Africa especially for those in emerging economies.

Key Statistics

Which of these do you think will have the strongest positive
impact on the survival of franchising after Covid-19?

Renegotiating franchise agreement

12%

Government Support

15%

Financial Strenght

62%
Adapting to customer needs

8%

By far, respondents identified adapting to changing customers’ needs as the key to surviving as a franchise in the COVID-19
era. This is perhaps from their current experiences. Many business owners, including franchises have recognized that the
customer can be served through different means; and different customers are motivated by different yearnings meeting them
at the points of their needs presents the key to success post Covid 19.
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Key Statistics ( Cont )

What is the most significant difference in the manner franchises
responded to the covid 19 pandemic, compared to
other businesses in Africa?

17%
Improved customer experience
Ease of complaince to regulations

58%

Use of innovation during
the pandemic

25%

What has been the most significant role of innovation on the
growth of franchising in Africa since the covid 19 pandemic?

8%

Improvement in overall
business strategy

23%

Adjustment to existing
market trends
Product and Service delivery
Development of new markets

15%
54%

Even as unpreceedented times fell on Africa, it appears that most respondents agree that franchises fared better than other
businesses during the pandemic. The use of innovation and adjustments to existing market trend were popular strategies
adopted by most franchises to buffer the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on their businesses.
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Key Statistics ( Cont )

Do you think finance will pose a challenge for franchises due
to the covid 19 pandemic across the African continent?
9%
Disagree
Agree

55%

Strongly Agree

36%

Do you think there are new opportunities for franchising in
the health sector due to the covid 19 pandemic?
22%
Disagree
Agree

67%

Strongly Agree

11%

Access to financing has always been a challenge to SMEs in the African continent. In the post Covid era, it is perceived that
it will continue to be a challenge to SMEs as 67% of those polled saw it as an obstruct to cross post covid 19.
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Key Statistics ( Cont )

Which area of franchise in the health sector
will you most likely wish to invest in?
31%
Health & Sociala care
Public Health Services

31%

Pharmacy retail & Distribution

38%

Which franchise sector was affected
the most during the pandemic?
Automobile

9%
18%

Business Services
Medical & Health care

27%

Fashion & Beauty

36%

Fitness

9%

The public health sector appears to be the investment choice for most respondents. Generally, investment in the health sector
has shown to be more attractive than other franchise businesses during the period of this pandemic.
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Key Statistics ( Cont )

Which franchise sector do you think
adapted the most during the pandemic?
Business Services

27%
45%

Medical & Health care
Retail
Food & Drinks

9%

36%

Are you worried about the future
of franchising after the pandemic?
31%
No
Yes

46%

Maybe

23%

The foods and drinks franchise business has remained dominant in the continent and has shown resilience despite the
pandemic. The fact that less people are worried about the future of franchising not only indicates that franchising has come
to stay, but it has a fast growing business model.
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The role of innovation during Covid-19
As the effect of covid-19 ravages the world, businesses in Africa also have to adopt measures to cushion the effect on their
businesses while finding new ways to reach existing customers. More than half of respondents agree that innovation was
instrumental in favoring franchise businesses over other businesses. The results indicate that 58% of respondents believe that
innovation was the most significant difference in the manner franchises responded to the covid 19 pandemic. Adjustments to trends
according to 54% of respondents proves to be the most significant role of innovation on the growth of franchising. This clearly
demonstrates that there is a strong link between applying innovation in franchising by observing market trends in Africa

The opportunities for health franchises
Generally, health businesses globally responded with enormous dexterity in handling the pandemic by massively mobilizing to
mitigate the crisis. The scale of the pandemic has opened new opportunities, revive debilitating healthcare businesses and erupt
new insight into understanding the importance of finance in healthcare services in Africa. More than 70% of the respondents agree
that there are new opportunities in healthcare business in areas such as pharmacy retail and distribution, public health services and
health & social care. Therefore, no doubt that there will be a growing interest from investors looking at investing in health franchises.

The impact of finance post-Covid era
Access to finance is generally a challenge for most people who have interest in investing in franchising from a continent-wide
perspective. This clearly show why a whopping 91% of respondents agree that finance will remain a problem for those who intends
to invest in health care franchise even post-covid period. Despite access to finance as a difficult hurdle for most franchise operators
and investors, it also presents an opportunity for finance institution, since franchises across Africa have shown a strong relationship
between them and consumers with higher success rate in comparison with other businesses.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, franchising is one of the greatest business growth strategies to ever created, and it is not going anywhere soon.
Franchising not only allows the franchisor financial leverage, but also allows the business to leverage human resources as well.
Franchising allows companies to compete with much larger businesses so they can saturate markets before these companies can
respond. The shared risks amongst all stakeholders make it a prime way to build a sustaining management team and system as the
business grows. Despite the difficult terrain peculiar to doing business in Africa, franchising has been widely successful across the
continent, and is a guaranteed way to help homegrown businesses to scale faster, smarter, whilst increasing profits for all shareholders. This research proves that franchising is certainly a useful template to promote commerce development in Africa. The conclusive
evidence from this research proves that franchising is a successful business playbook for SME development. It has also been
established that a significant number of countries in Africa are either currently supporting franchising or have the potential to do so.
This report therefore concludes that providing incentives to develop franchising in Africa would be a viable and worthwhile
economic policy initiative. Given the noted constraints, this report therefore recommends that a strategy for the development of
franchising in Africa should incorporate four (4) distinct initiatives:

Address capacity building
Financing programs
Legal and regulatory considerations
International marketing and promotion
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Methodology
The Africa Franchise Index Survey is based on responses from various residents in Africa, across over 16 countries including
Ghana, Djibouti, senegal, Cameroun, Democratic Republic of Congo, Egypt, Morocco, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, Cote D’Ivoire,
Kenya, Mauritania, Mozambique, Nigeria, Rwanda, South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.
We obtained responses using a questionnaire distributed to various respondents via online portals. This objective was to
gain insight into related and critical topics such as: consumers background, socio-economic data, consumer perception,
experience and demand, existing market indices as well as current trends in franchising as a business model.

Glossary
AfDB: African Development Bank
ABC: American Business Council
GDP: Gross Domestic Product
FASA: Franchise Association of South Africa
CAMA: Companies and Allied Matters Act (Nigeria)
NOTAP: National Office for Technology Acquisition and Promotion (Nigeria)
AFC: Africa Franchise Cente
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About Africa franchise center
Africa Franchise Center (AFC) is a continent-wide enterprise, focused on stimulating wealth and prosperity in Africa through
the promotion of globally-proven franchising model. AFC offers integrated franchise development services on a
continent-wide scale, enabling investors, governments’ financial institutions, franchisors and franchisees to maximize the
potential of franchising model across various sectors. Our major solutions includes providing links for global franchises into
the African market, enabling emerging businesses to accelerate growth by converting to franchises, connecting
entrepreneurs to franchise opportunities matching their interest and resources.
AFC is responsible for the production of all editions of this index through extensive research and interviews across various
sectors in African markets. AFC resources are also available for financial service providers and development institutions
looking to play in the franchise market. We also support governments and policy makers seeking to roll back poverty and
create jobs or to mainstream the informal sector through franchising.

Contacts
Lagos Address:
Africa Franchise Center
Enterprise Hubs, Trinity Avenue
Off Ligali Ayorinde,
Victoria Island,
Lagos, Nigeria.
Tel: +234 817 060 6060
www.africafranchise.org
Kano Address:
Africa Franchise Center
Enterprise Hubs,
14, Ibrahim Dabo Road,
Tarauni G.R.A, Kano State.
Tel: +2348122244752
www.africafranchise.org
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https://enterprisehubs.com/franchising/

